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ABSTRACT.-In Los Altos de Chiapas and other regions of Mexico, indigenous

producers maintain multilayered, rustic coffee agroforests (RCAs). F^^"^^^ on

Polho (municipaUty of San Pedro Chenalho), a Tzotzil Maya community, mdige-

nous ecological knowledge and landscape categorization relevant to the design

and establishment of RCAs were identified. The methodology involved: 1) true

tured interviews with 50 coffee growers encompassmg ecological knowledge

(soils, microclimate, vegetational units, and succession) and ^^^^8™*
^f ^J

of RC^s; 2) collection of vouchers of vascular plants havmg ^^nobotanical m

portance; and 3) identification of plants within one hectare of an RCA. As a resu

of their multiple-use strategy of nahiral resource management, ^-^^^^^^'''"^^^

perceive several vegetational units, soils, and microclimatic

^^f^^^^^^^'^'^
ecological knowledge is critical to the design and estabhshment of an RC^ es

pecially regarding ecological succession. Two common routes

^^J^^ ^^*f /^'^^

ment were^observed: 1) from other cultivated fields f
edommant so-^^^^^^^

secondary vegetation. Coffee growers' activities such as
P^^'^f^^X^^ofl

native trees, cultivation of crops and nitrogen-fixing trees, and elimination of p.

oneer species seem analogous to processes of ecological succession.

ethnoecology

landscape management.

RESUMEN._Enla region Los Altos de Chiapas y en otras pa^es de Mexico los

productores indfgenas mantienen sistemas ag-foresta -
-^^^^^^^^^^^

nidad Tzotzil Maya, fue estudiaao ------;
construccion de los SAR.

gorizaci6n del paisaje que es relevante en el diseno y
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^.^^

La metodologia incluyo: 1) entrevistas estructuradas
^^^^J^, ^e vegetacion y

sobre su conocimiento e^^l^gi^^^
j^f

^^'

^'''rcolect'a y herborizaciondeplantas
sucesion), y la historia de manejo de los S^K.

f^^^" >
^ , l^^t^s en un

vasculares V la informacion etnobotanica; y 3)
identificacion P
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hectarea de SCA. Como resultando de las estrategias de uso para el manejo de

los recursos naturales, los informantes Tzotziles perciben diversas iinidades de

vegetacion, suelos, y condiciones microclimaticas. El conocimiento ecologico de

los Tzotziles es critico para la construccion de los SAR, siendo el conocimiento

ecologico de la sucesion lo mds importante. Fueron observadas dos rutas para el

establecimiento de los SAR: 1) desde otro terreno cultivado (la condicion domi-

nante); 2) desde la vegetacion secundaria. Las actividades que realiza el productor

de cafe (proteccion/promocion de arboles nativos, el cultivo de especies domes-

ticadas y fijadoras de H 1^ eliminacion de especies colonizadoras y pioneras)

parecen ser analogas al proceso de sucesion ecologica.

RESUME.—Dans certaines regions du Mexique comme les hauls plateaux du
Chiapas, les producteurs indigenes pratiquent un systeme d'agroforesterie natu-

relle et strati fiee de cafe —agroforets naturelles de cafe (ANC). Cet article examine

les connaissances ecologiques et les methodes indigenes de classification du cadre

naturel utilisees par une communaute maya tzotztil de la region de Polho (mun-
icipalite de San Pedro Chenalho) pour la conception et la creation d'agroforets

naturelles de cafe. La methodologie de ce projet etait la suivante: 1) interviews

structurees de 50 producteurs de cafe portant sur les connaissances ecologiques

(sols, microclimats, unites de vegetation, et succession) et I'historique de
I'etablissement des agroforets naturelles de cafe; 2) collecte d'exemplaires de plan-

tes vasculaires importantes d'un point de vue ethnobotanique; et 3) identification

des plantes recens^es dans un hectare d'agroforet naturelle de cafe. Farce qu'ils

exploitent les ressources naturelles de multiples fagons, les producteurs tzotzil

interviewes definissent plusieurs categories de paysage (unites de vegetation),

sols, et microclimats. Le savoir ecologique des Tzotzil est essentiel a la conception
et a Tetablissement d'une agroforet naturelle de cafe, particulierement en ce qui

concerne la succession ecologique. On a observe deux demarches courantes pour
la creation d'une agroforet naturelle de cafe: 1) a partir d'autres champs cultives

(source principale); 2) a partir de vegetation secondaire. Les activites des prod-
ucteurs de cafe, comme la protection /amelioration des arbres indigenes, les cul-

ture vivrieres, les cultures d'arbres fixateurs d'azote, et I'elimination d'especes
pionnieres, semblent correspondre au orocessus dp s;nrrpc;cinn prnlop^inup.

INTRODUCTION

In the coffee-growing regions of Latin America, forest exploitation ranges
n little disturbed natural forests to agroindustrial, monospecific plantations.
veen these two extremes are the rustic coffee agroforests under indigenous
lagement. In Mexico, the coffee crop is dominated by traditional small-scale
vers both in terms of the number of cultivators and the total amount of land
ited in coffee (Moguel and Toledo 1999), As in other regions of Latin America

maintain multilayered,

id sustainable economic
m coffee

the floor of mature and/

domesticated

ty

knowledge is critical for the construction of
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FIGURE 1—Location map of Polho, Chiapas.

these rustic coffee agroforests, this paper is devoted ^^f^P^^^^^byj "f ^^^^y

how indigenous pr«lucers employ their perception of soils,

f '"'"'f'^^S^'^''™

masses, plant species and ecological processes, in order to create and manipulate

these coffee gardens.

Tke Study Sfe-The study area is located in ^-^L- Altos deWRegion

between 19°59'49" and 19°59'44" N latitude, and 92 33 41 ^"'J ^2 3" ^^
""

gitude (Figure 1). It lies within the municipality of San P^j^" «™;^^^^^
„,„„ :, „!.,.. l.:..„j f Tzotzil, Chmalho 'water well This study area en

-...,,„... .„.,.. .,„ .. ..,. total 130 km^ (about 13%) »'
*^

"^ »
P^,',*^,;]

Chenalho, Five subareas with contrasting environmental »"'^.hons were s^^c^ed

for this studv. These include all of the land associated w;lh the studied comrnu^

from

nity, Polho, as well as a sm
munities of Tzajalukum, Actt

teklum, and Yebelioi.^

In the northern sector of the mumcipamy u. --. '

abundant summer
the dimate is of the type (A)C(m)-sub-warm-humid w^th ab^^^^^^^^

rams, as defined by the K5ppen classification sm^^^^^^^ by ^araa^^^^

(SEGOB 1988). The average temperature - th^^-^
^^^ ^^, ^500 mm. Geomor-

fron^ 18 to ITC, and the annual ramfall is between ^^
^ ^ ^ f^ljcd

Phologically, the study area is

^^^^^t^J ^^^X^m. In th'e struc-

age.
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Predominant soils in the area, particularly in subareas 1, 2, 4, and 5, are orthic

and chromic luvisols (INEGI 1991). Such soils have a characteristic B horizon of

clay, are shallow, and exhibit low fertility. Rendzina soils are the dominant type

in subarea 5. The area is devoid of navigable rivers and the vegetation types

present are coniferous forests (subarea 3) together with fragments of cloud forests

(in subareas 1, 2, 4, and 5), which have been deeply altered by centuries of slash-

and-burn agriculture.

The estimated total population of Polho is 399 people in 78 households (INE-

GI 1991). Between the 1970s and the 1990s, Chenalho's population more than

doubled, from 13,522 to 30,680 (INEGI 1991). The houses are built with local

materials, such as clay and wood, and are hay-thatched, although in recent years

the building patterns have changed and concrete houses with metallic or card-

board roofs are being adopted. In the 1990s, the people of Polho proclaimed

themselves a Zapatista Autonomous Municipality as a result of a confrontation

between them and Chenalho municipal authorities, who have a close relationship

with local rulers {caciques). This close relationship has perpetuated the long history

of exploitation of the local people. Moreover, the emergence of paramilitary forces

since 1996 and the more active presence of the Mexican army in the region have

been additional sources of insecurity and social conflict.

Landscapes patchy mosaic
which the main crop is maizeV home

for shaded coffee, a few specialized shaded coffee plantings, potreros (grazing

grasslands), banana and sugarcane plantings, fallow fields, and forests in various

stages of ecological succession. The dominant floristic elements of these forests

separate them into two tvoes of secondarv vpp^ptatinn: 1^ thp ar.ahuaks. in which

which
which

eludes subareas 4 and 5 to the south and subarea 3 to the west. The
The

temperate
conserved woodland, and 30 ha of altered woodland (F. Bandeira et al. in press).

These two fragments of forest, which were located in the more elevated and pro-

tected areas, crowned the landscape until 1997, when they were largely cut down
by the Mexican army, and to a lesser extent, by 2500 newcomers who had been
displaced from their original communities (Union Majamut, personal communi-
cation, 2000) as a result of the 'Zapatista' conflict in the region (Collier et al. 1994).

massacre

site.

commun

Majomiit: an Indigenous Cofft The
com

J

from the munici

-—jt-«iiiicz>, ^cupie live m several aispersea
which are the basic units of the community; each one of
1 20 and 200 households (Majomut 1983). The main modes

settlements
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are a Mesoamerican communal property regime (the prevailing

ejido (an institutional land tenure system created by the Mexican

ginning of the twentieth century to distribute land to rural cor

common

change hands in two

father to son. Less commonly, the use of communally owned land is allocated by

The

extreme

Even though the land is communal property each coffee tree has an owner.

Production is organized by family: the coffee crop is sold and the products of the

home consumption. These

community

in this aerie

chili

These
plemented by gathering tolerated weedy species considered edible— i// a'// ft'S

milpas-a common feature of Mesoamerican agriculture-are based on slashing

mature

by relatively long fallow periods for restoring soil fertility and or reducing pop-

ulations of unusable weedy plants, pests, and plant pathogens In contrast, coffee

growine is much more recent. Coffee was introduced into the region less than

i to the Maya sohres, permanent gara

climbers, epiphytes and annuals, which

a household, and whose produce is either tor nome consuuipu...
'"r:':\^C^

market. It was the grandparents -d paren. of the curren^^^

from the coffee /f , r- ^
. i \ r\^\

hPv were employed as \orm\eros (day laborers) Only

twentieth

!m

region during the last four decades.
. , , i

_ _

TKe co«le growers of Poiha ^^ }^:'^^Vrt^X ^^
This research

Tzotzil cosmology (Jacorzynskl and Lopez-neruduucz. -.. ^ ,

botany (Breedlo^J 1 La^ghlin 1993), and ^^^1^^"^:^^:;:^^
pological, historical, and socioeconomic topics (Collier iVVU, Laug

Wasserstrom

METHODS

rve\f. December 1996 (15 days) and March

general survey of the area was carriea oui maxx w.
..- c st^dy. vVe

Majomut, with the purpose of selecting one of these ^mmuf-J"
,„ J .,,„

each commumty

esearch

more detailed studyElected tor more detaiiea suiuy, u«..^ o -
^ f ^^e community

phic heterogeneity), geopolitical status (its rdevance
^_^^ ^^
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mut), its diversity of production (productive and landscape managing strategies

observed), and the apparent physiognomic diversity of its coffee agroforests.

Weconducted an environmental inventory of the Tzotzil territory accompa-

nied by local farmers and reviewed the extant literature. Also, a photographic

record was made of the landscape and of the several land uses in the eight local

geographical demarcations, or harrios, of Polho: Majomut 1, Majomut 2, X'oyep 1,

Xoyep 2, Polho Centro (Central Polho) Canolal, Majunpenpetik 1, and Majunpen-

petik 2.

Detailed Survey. —The specific methods employed in the detailed survey of the

coffee agroforests of Polho and of the ecological knowledge of its designers and

actors were the following:

June and }

struc

knowled
mana

ecological succession, and of the vegetation types), pedology (classification of

soil types), and climatology, following the system of Toledo (1990). Addition-

allv, the surveved producers were nuestionpd about thoir nrartices of manaee-

ment of the coffee agroforests and of soil conservation, as well as at

ethnoecological data, such as the number, surface and location of tl

agement units. These interviews were carried out in the plots of each

surveyed, either in Spanish or in Tzotzil, with the aid of a bilingu

from Majomut or an organic coffee promoter.^

Voucher specimens were made of all trees, shrubs, vines and herbs

on a one-hectare plot of coffee agroforest in Polho. Each specimen w,

panied by its corresponding Tzotzil and Spanish names, use, and p.

The specimens were identified by the staff of the Herbarium of the ]

Sciences, UNAM(FCME), where they are housed.

such as past uses and time

history of mana

coordinates

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Tzotzil Ef/i;70(?co/o^.— Ethnoecology was defined by Tok
tidisciplinary theoretical and methodological approach

a mul-

knowledg
terms of images and symbols, use and /or manage-~, ... *^..^^^ v/x xAxid^co aiisji syiiiuuib, use ana/ or iiiaiicigt; iiaiLiAw* *-

sources" (see also Toledo 1999). This study reveals, describes and analyzes the

ethnoecology of Tzotzil coffee producers of Polho: their systems of management

Their ethnoecology incorporates

knowledg'

duced and reproduced through several generations.

from a wisdom

some

ms in
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TABLE L—Ethnopedological categories recognized by Tzotzil informants in Polho, Chia

pas

Texture

ik ' 'black'

Color cham-Lum 'clayey soil' chab-Lum 'silty soil'

ik'al cham-Lum ik'al chab-lum

'clayey black soil' 'silty black soil'

k'anal cham-Lum k'anal chab-Lum

'yellow clayey soil' 'yellow silty soil'
k'an 'yellow'

tzoj 'red' tzajal cham-Lum tzajal chab-Lum

'red clayey soil' 'red silty soil'

(unproductive land) (unproductive

know^led

climate,

as part of the floristic structure of coffee agroforests.

Ethnopedology /. —Soils are fundamental

which Tzotzil farmers re
ethnopedol

ogical knowledge may be transmitted across generations as well as across space

The first step involves describing and analyzing local ethnopedology so that the

patterns of management of soils may be better understood.
, ,„,,

The Tzotzil informants recognized distinctive soil categories based on exture

and color, indicating that they observe, manage, and identify the
^f^J^p^'

of the soil. This result confirms previous shidies of Tzotzil e^^^^^Pf
f.f ^ ^^^^^^

vantes-Trejo 1995; Pool-Novelo et al. 1992), and it demonstrates that the pedd^^^

ical classification elaborated by the Tzotzil is comparable to other etl^oped^^^^^^^^

ical systems worldwide that are based on the same criteria (Barrera-Bassols and

^"'^fprLry lexeme for soil is Lum. The -cognized subclasses^o^^^^^^^^^^

named by a secondary productive lexeme, which is ^^^^'^^y'"^'^^^^^^

followed by a lexeme for texture, both of which are P^-f ^^^^"j P^'^.

lexeme Lul Thus, Tzotzil ethnopedology has a hierarchical ^^^
-^^^^^^^^^

eral rank containing two inferior -ks, essenh^ly
^^^^^^^^^

neric rank has different textures, suggestmg
^^^^^/f

*

"^^^^f °^^^orted by Pool

-

humidity. The specific rank deals with color and fertih^^^^^^^^

:rT?c^zn'etlL-
Novelo et al. (1990), texture is the most relevant ^^^^^^^"7" r, according to

pedology, followed by color. In total six soil types were recorded, accordmg

fKr^ T^^„i.„M .1 i_i f n^lUA rTaVilp 1"). ....thnopedology of Polho
texture

5es ot sous are recugm^'^.^ --^^ -- x
^^tc^crnr\p<:.

Ity" icHa,-U..y r^ey correspond to he so. a-egones

izotzilofSanJuanChamuia enamuid;. i^^^.y^^^--- .

.^ in the Los Altos
soils- (c„c-L,l), respective, T^ese soils -

-^^^^^^^^
Chiapas reg on (Cervantes-Trqo 1995). This aitterencc

, j |

(jc

to dialectal differences between the two communities. Cervant«
^

re,

J
found in Chamula one additional soil texture "^go-T

"''"^f.
""

Lt v
soils" (m'al-Lum). which
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visited in Polho. In this community, red, clayey soils are predominant, perhaps

corresponding to the orthic luvisols previously reported to exist in the area (INE-

GI 1991). According to Pool-Novelo et al. (1990), the classifications of soil based

on texture have a trend to designate different management conditions presented

by these soils. These authors emphasize a relation between texture and humidity

which together seem to define the timing

ctivities, the deeree of difficulty of such ad

harvests

such as the specific characteristics

technology that must be em

informants of Polho recoenize

1990).

studied

The black color of the soils in the coffee agroforests is perhaps due to a high

which is derived from the decomposition of the

such

which

Cervantes

types of soil: chacxik
The gray soils develop from local soil management

Ity, or medium, soil" a character

zine sheeo within karstic zones
cuftivation helps give the soil a gray color (Cervantes-Trejo 1995). In contrast, the

gray" soil is absent in Polho.

em

The ethnotaxonomy of soils of the Tzotzil, both in Polho and in the other

Maya communities of the Los Altos de Chiapas region, suggests a relationship
between soil color and soil fertility (Pool-Novlo 1992; Cervantes-Trejo 1995). The
Tzotzil lexemes used to name the color of soils, ik' 'black', k'an 'yellow', and tzoj

'red', are associated fundamentally with a decreasing level of fertility. Among the

Tzotzil taxa of silty texture soils, chab-Lum, the lexemes for color describe the

degree of erosion of the black, top horizon of the soil, which when well developed
IS classified as ik'al chah-Lum. As this top horizon's organic matter is washed
away by the rain, however, new color lexemes are assigned by Tzotzil informants
in accordance with the ethnopedological system. Through a process of surface
erosion due to surface water run-off, these "silty black soils" are susceptible to

bemg converted into k'anal cuc-lum "yellow silty, or medium, soil," or further
to tzajal cuc-Lutn "red silty, or medium, soil." The perception of these processes
associated with the dynamics of soil fertility is mirrored in the Tzotzil system for

classification of soils and provides the framework for a connection of traditional
techniques of soil management and soil conservation (Cervantes-Trejo 1995).

techniques for soil conservation practiced in Polho and in other communities
or tne coffee growmg areas of the region range from the traditional activities of
tarming families such as tilling, addition of organic fertilizers (crop remains, ma-
nure, the hulls and flesh of coffee berries), the introduced techniques of "organic"
agnculture, and the past traditional practices that were resuscitated by agricul-

^Ifilt'?^ f i^^'*"^''
°^ Majomut. These practices include: terrace building and

installation of hvmg fences or stones. All these techniques have been applied
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sm
innovative technolo

control of pests and diseases, and cultivation (control of shade) has been diffused

technical staff of Majomut

subsequently adopted in coffee agroforests. This process of innovation has taken

place through the participation of local people, and the valorization of both the

traditional knowledge and the resources available in the region's ecosystems. For

com
includin

ing near the coffee aeroforests. Likewise, for living fences use has been made of

rum
gardens of Tzotzil households.

etlinopedology

such
thnope

dological differences observed. The geographic areas where Polho and Chamula

are located present different climatic, geological and physiographic charactens ics

two communities

s

1 management techniques that change soil fertility, for ms

produced only in Chamula. These differences are perceivi

encode them accordingly. Therefore, while the systems fo,

structurally and taxonomically equivalent between the two

1 . '^.r.^A c«ri irlpnHfipd do exhibit some differen

Tzotzil Conceptualization of Their Territory. -The Polho region presents a com..u..-

able heterogeneity in its physiography and vegetation types. Moreover the ds-

tribution of foresi fragments and of surface water in the area are not horn^e-

neous. All these factors contribute to a high diversity o environmental condign

and, consequently, a mosaic of suitable areas for ^&^'^^'^'''
'''T'tel^^^^^^

informants^ This knowledge is essential for coffee production, because h, c^op

has ecophysiological constraints that limit the environmental range where it may

be successfully grown and become productive (Willson IVVVJ.

The TzotJl of Polho conceptualize the -viromnental comp^^^^^^^^^^

ritory using the same categorieLs ^t^e; Maya Tzot.^^^^^^^^^^

region. They recognize and name two different ^"dscapes in he

J^
osil 'warm farmland' and sikil osil 'cold farmland. An addiona

gnized

(Maffi

ethnoecolo (M

According to Luiza Maffi

simply designate physiographic^features onhe land such^as^

mate

monly known as the Mesoamerican hot/cold die

refer more sDecificallv to the differential fertility
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TABLE 2.^E)istribution of the Tzotzil categories of the conceptualization of their territory

in Polho, Chiapas.

Tzotzil term

kisin osil

'warm farmland'

Sub-area

Average elevation

(range)

masl

(meters above
sea level) Land use /cover

1

2

sikil osil

'cold farmland'
3

Unnamed
'temperate farmland'

4

5

1250 (1017-1500) coffee fields, secondary vegetation

1150 (867-1584) with tropical floristic elements

(acahtmles),

com fields

sugarcane and banana planting

1600 (1418-1920) com fields

secondary vegetation with conifers

coniferous forests

1400 (1339-1680) corn fields

1400 (1320-1540) secondary vegetation with conifers

and some coffee fields

i

land, by analogy with the concepts of the healthy vs. the diseased human
body. The hot country and cold country categories should therefore be
understood as ethnoecological concepts that inherently imply human re-

lationship with the land." (Maffi 1999:41)

Within the context of coffee production, the territorial distinction made by
the Tzotzil m the region allows them to order their space in terms of ecogeog-
raphy and productivity. The ecological characteristics of any given area will de-

termine what specialized crops may be grown there, together with maize, beans,
squashes, chilies and other basic staples that historically characterize the diet of

ttie Maya^ Specialized crops such as coffee, citrus, bananas and other tropical
truits, and sugarcane are only cultivated in the kisin osil (Maffi 1999:45), although
some producers may establish fields within the sikil osil, either as an experiment
or because they do not have available fields in the "hot country." Also, this ter-

identification
ty, which in part is determined bv the different climatic

iltural

characteristics of these two named zones (Maffi

.h.
,^' ^,'°g^°8r^Phical and landscape heterogeneity.

should differentiate zones with optimal conditLs wi

gnized

into

each available plot. The optimal

ere cotlee wouia ut n^-^-'

account when they decide

nrnriii^f^^
"^ ^' avctiidDie piot. ine optima

have an r '^^T '° '°^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ 1 ^^d 2 (Figure 1

^^:ir '^'^^8^ ^l^^^^on of 1150-1250 masL and v.hJar.hual,s

for coffee

found to be more densely distributed, toeether with maize,

hot

banana. Tliese subareas were unambig
'untry

masl, is perceived to be large y

] rnnifprniiQ forest maintenance.

' between

more het«
a
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they harbor portions of "hot/' "cold," and "temperate" land (Table 2). Subareas

and 5 are used mai
dary

ble 2). In general, the potential coffee growing areas in Polho exhibit considerable

and include elevations between

mm
defined dry season; and the zones where the average yearly temperature is 18°C.

Only a minor extension of the communal territory of Polho is unfavorable for

coffee cultivation. These lands correspond to subarea 3 and the southern parts of

subareas 4 and 5 that are above 1600 masl (Figure 1). These marginal lands are

reserved partly for forestry activities (gathering of firewood and medicinal plants)

and partly for conservation purposes (communal forest reser\'es). These forest

areas, together with their water sources, are considered sacred by the Tzotzil of

Polho, and special ceremonies take place there.

Tzotzil Categories of Ecological Succession.— Although the Tzotzil informants do not

have a specific name for ecological succession, they recognize and identify stages

of ecological succession bv means of floristic and structural features mtnnsic to

n, such as vertical structure,

in a site. These indicators of i

such

chili, and peanut (Gonzalez-Espinosa et al. 1994). In

nt QtacTPQ nf erolodcal succession in the patches o

riculture

into descanso 'fallow' (Figure 2).

The lands where erasses and other annual or perennial

named
ting/harvestin>jujiea arter a rew cycles or pianiuig/iiaivccn^i^, — -

a decrease in soil ferHlity. The sites where the remains of previous crops (i.e

rastrojo, Spanish for maize sialics) are sKll noHceable and where
^""''JPf

°«

such as k'ail (Thilonia rotundiflom) are abundant, are fre<p.ent >" *!^f<^^,°™"

and are named k'ajbenaHik or telal kajbe by Tzotzil i"f°™!'"''-
^''

f.'",'^",^

of the nomenclature among informants is derived
''"""^-^''^''flZTZok

Tzotzil. In these two former cases the verHcal structure of the vegetafon ,s simple,

lacks a tree slrahim, and their cultivation ceased
'f

s *»" ft™
>'f';? '?°^.^.,,|v

Succession stages that are more complex, both flonstically
ff J ™«:

than those mentioned above are given the following names in

"'?^^"^J""^;3:
unmaltik, from unen 'tender', which refers to age and bole

^'^'"^'[^Ij;''^^^
toyolaltik, from toyo 'tall', a mid-successional stage with '^"^^ f'™^^^^"/,f,„

fmam, the mature or primaiy forests *at have nearfy -". ^^^ordrng to

local people. It may be safe to assume that *<'
.'^f *"/'.,„: fi„ii(,„ used

ecological succession of the Totzi! in Polho is equivalent to *« clas"n "^^d

h the Los Altos de Chiapas region, based the «»f^~j'rjjX"med
chronological sequence of changes, whose

^^'^^''^J'^^J^'J^Mk; mid-suc-
ft- <•' khik, shrubland, k'aibcnaUik, early successional forest, unmaiu

maturejrest, ToyoaiuK} anu, uiat^x. .^^^^ . . recognize sev

intermediate successional stage, toyoXalUk, local people
g
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tz'i' teltik

ka 'jbenaltik

i

unenaltik

;

toyolaUik

toyolaUojtik; pino: Pinus spp

toyolaltzoztetic: liquidambar: L macrophylla

toyolalbottik; corcho; Croton draco,

Heliocarpus spp.)

^ toyolaltulantik; encino: Quercus spp.

abmaltik
r

FIGURE 2.—Tzotzil words for the stages of ecological succession in Polho, Chiapas

eral plant communities of comparable age, which may be distinguished by i

dominance or abundance of a given species of tree, whose name is included
the name for the successional stage. Li such manner, mid-successional fore

(toyolaJtik) may be further classified as: toyolaltojtik, dominated bv pines iti

2).

. abundant; toyolalbotik, dom
dominated bv oaks (ttdan) (1

Ultimately, indigenous cultivators use ecological succession as a way to re-

store soil fertility after a number of cycles of cultivation (Alcorn 1993). As one

nutnents

in a sustainable system (Uhl and Jordan

ariety

influence

establishment, i.e., the bala

, family and paid labor), of technolo

smV Such

which
such

of the field, the size and age structure of the household, the head of household's
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4

financial resources, and other environmental components (topography and soil

fertility). In theory, the cost of establishing a coffee agroforest will be greater if it

is started in an early successional stage (fz^ i' leltik and k'ajbenaltik) than if it

begins in a more advanced stage {unenaltik, toyolaltik or abmaltik), other factors

mentioned being similar and constant.

Because of the increase in population pressure and the land scarcity in the

Los Altos de Chiapas region, the time during which fields are left to fallow has

been shortened in recent years (Parra- Vazquez 1993a, 1993b). This intensification

of land use causes a reduction in the number of fields (close to 5) and in the

surface area for cultivation available per household (average of 2 ha). Hence, it

has an adverse effect on agricultural productivity. Given this unfavorable scenario,

the establishment of coffee agroforest systems and the utilizafion of ecologically

sensitive "organic" techniques for coffee production appear to act as stabilizing

factors, both for the economy of households and for the environmental sustain-

ability of the zone.

Multiple-use Management oftlw Ecosystem and tlie Landscape by the Tzofz//.— Multiple-

use strategies, as theorized by Toledo (1992), are based on the utilization of tem-

poral and spatial diversity of resources and ecological processes. Tzotzil in Polho

maintain several types of land use and land cover (LU/LC) in order to take ad-

vantage of the varied natural resources characteristic of the ecosystem (Figure 3).

This "multiple-use" strategy appears to be similar to those used for the manage-

ment of natural resources by other traditional communities in the highlands and

lowlands of the intertropical zone (Denevan et al. 1984; Dufour 1990; Marten 1986;

Noble and Dirzo 1997; Posey and Balee 1989; Toledo 1990; Toledo et al. 1994).

In terms
LU/LC

These are: rain-fed fields (for maize and beans); rustic coffee agrotorests; tields

in fallow; secondary vegetation in different successional stages; and to a lesser

extent, grasslands for cattle, banana and sugarcane plantations. Only six (12%) of

these producers maintained merely one type of LU/LC, i.e., are specialized; in

those cases they produced only coffee in their own fields, and they shared the

crop production and harvest, mainly maize, from fields belonging to close family

members, especially their parents. Of the producers surveyed, 70%maintam three

to five management units; these households, who practice diverse land manage-

ment strategies, may be most able to balance productive diversity and energetic

efficiency. Under the prevailing demographic, ecological and nutritional condi-

tions, diversification is optimal.
T-^O IAilO/\

Of the 278 fields mentioned by the 50 inter^dewed producers, 128 (46 /o) are

devoted to the cultivation of coffee, 83 (30%) to rain-fed agriculture (maize and

beans), 61 (22%) to ecological succession (fallow and secondary forest), and only

6 (2%) are used for other crops or productive activities including pmeapple, ba-

nana, sugarcane and grazing land (Figure 5). In terms of total surface area, ram-

fed agricultiire is dominant, occupying over 50% of the territory (Bandeira et al.

""^^s" result reveals two fundamental characteristics of traditional resource

management and the microeconomic system studied: 1) the Tzotzil manage their
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FIGUPiE 3. —Land use and land cover categories recognized and named by the Tzotzil in

Polho, Chiapas (Photograph by EP. Bandeira). 1) chobtik, cornfield; 2) tz^ V leltik, land

dominated by grasses and other annual or perennial herbaceous species; 3) k'ajhenaltik or

te'lal kdjhe, sites cleared the previous year v^here the shrub k'ail {Thitonia rotundiflora)

seen in the first plane —is abundant; 5) k'ajvetik/imenaltik, early successional forest with

a canopy of Inga spp. where coffee is grown/secondary shrubland.

maize

economy of the peasants of Polho

a market product. The dynamics of th<

cesses that are associated with it —i.e.. maize cultivation; man

? establishment of coffee

abandonment
'ms

estation)

itself.

mics

Two aspects of the spatial pattern of distribution of the fields per household

are important. First, the fields mentioned by the producers are not located within

the same barrio and are not contiguous; that is, they are dispersed throughout

the community's territory. Second, some of the dispersed fields lie outside the

territorial limits of the community, within neighboring communities such as Tza-

jalukun, Yashgemel, Yabteklum and Yibeljoj, or even further away. Such a dis-

persed pattem of distribution of productive lands obUees some producers to walk

reach

this

The
marriage and of inheritance
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-DxstribuUon of the number of land use and land cover maintained by Tzotzil

coffee growers in Polho, Chiapas.

MID-SUCCESSIONAL OTHERS
1%FOREST
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CORNFIELDS (MILPA)
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HGURE5.-Percentage of fields by category of land use /land cover in Polho, Chiapas.
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31

FIGURE 6.

ho, Chiapas.

A schematizaHon of the vegetation profile of a one-hectare coffee field in Pol-

rtSrcTnt'ss"''
'° *' '""" ""^ dennographic processes historically involved

marSrr'esirf!r''"V"' Tu'"'^ '''^^"'^'"S *"= sociocultural factors. The post-

^thta the baTrios^f r^ °^,^ ^'°'"" '^ P^«"'«^' ^"'l 'here is strict endogamy

S*"m6 the rfHe '='T"'°
(Laughlin 1993). According to Laughlin (Wel), i^

parToHhl 1,^H KT ""'" *' P"™*^' l^""^^ -hen marrying and only inherit

pLtl house and
^"^'"^ '" ''°"'*°'''- ^^ ^""g-^on remains in the

marTv luehters i T? "''""' ^''^ °^ *<= f^^er's taheritance. When they

made rfspot^^fwe r H I
^"' °' *"' f^*^''>^ '^"d- f™ -hich the husband is

most oHhe D oH.i f '^"'^"^'^ '''' i" °*er words, eminently partible. Thus,

to w ff Bu^ whl '"'^TT^'l had inherited some land from the father of

™mmmLtl MdVt H^ J"""''
P"^"^"^ "'" ^^^ide in a different barrio or

A "S sdIi "
t! . ^ '°™ "S™«^^"' '^i^'^" 'way from their houses.

:, r^l ,,?f^"!.P'"""I ^^"^ h«=" describe for other Tzotzil communities, such

observed dispersion of agricultural

inheritance

.andfd^uf "r;^r J-^-^^:^:^::^^ ^.^ .„ .rested

some members of the communities

some

^y tr^S"
'"'

'° "'^""°" '"" '^"-^ ^"^"'^""^
common

Coffee Agrofc The floristic survey made

Polho. Figure 6 represen s .Trh
' I

^^'""'^ °^ '""''^ ^°^^^^ production in
g represents a schematization of the vegetation profile of the sur-
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some

ems
name, their use(s), and

These rustic coffee agroforests are composed of a mixture of arboreal, shrub-

by, and herbaceous plant species, which are used as source of medicine, food,

firewood, ceremonial effects, live fences, ornament, and other goods for the house-

hold. Some of these plant species belong to the original secondary vegetation; of

these, most are fast growing pioneers species having short to medium life cycles,

and a few are slow growing tolerant species having long life cycles. In addition,

roforests acquire many plant s

most frequent oriein of such

from

ernmental as is the case of the

cipres {Cupressus sp.).

A total of 42 species in 35 genera and 23 families were recorded in the sur-

which

shrubs

management
al. (1998), these species are cultivated, tolerated and promoted, and their geo-

graphic orieins are Mesoamerica, Europe, elsewhere in America and Asia. The

May

former

mana
to pre-Hispamc times. / tj j u

This floristic survey-although not performed in other similar fields-and the

field visits accompanied by the owners to 52 fields of coffee agroforests mPolho,

seem to disagree with Quezada's (1995) statement regarding the impact that was

brought about by the transfer by INMECAFEof technological packages mspired

in the "green revolution," which during the 1970s and 1980s resulted in the m-

tensification of the rustic polycultural systems over 30% of the shaded coffee pro-

duction areas of Mexico (Nestel 1995), including other indigenous zones, such as

the Sierra Norte de Puebla region (Beaucage 1997), a process that seems to have

been absent in Polho.

....c.„, ., . .,„. only 7 of the 52 visited coffee fields (13%) had a monospe^

cific shade canopy-i.e., fields where a single tree speces prov.des the shade

needed for the gmwth of coffee, mostly those belonging to the genus H^J^^^o ^
, . . J ^( H*rrfc nr mnrp WOOuV

remaming stratum composed of two

species.

Quezada

plained by the low number of fields visited by *is author (n =
J 5)

compared to

the those recorded i« the present shady (n = 52) This ^if^^
^

" ^^P'^f
^f^

and the fact that the earlier author did not specify the ^P^''^' "''^'^,;',,'^^^
study sites, allows us to suggest that his condus.ons may not b generaHy^^^^^^

involved

the
necessary to sur

n a hptter under
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standing of the floristic con\position and structure of the tree canopy used as

Polho. However, two
This

\e programs aimed

INMECAFEin the

which

"modernization" of coffee production systems in Polho is the preference by local

coffee producers for unimproved coffee variants they inherited from their pro-

genitors: the tipica or criolla {Cojfea arabica van arabica) and the bourbon {Coffca

arabica var. bourbon). This resistance of local coffee producers to the adoption of

"technology packages" that promote the elimination of shade for coffee, the uti-

lization of industrial inputs such as fertilizers and agrochemicals, and the adop-

tion of high-yielding varieties— which hampered the production of coffee in Mex-

ico during the 1970s and 1980s—largely shielded the area from its effects. Instead,

such modernizing efforts were more successful in zones where private property

prevailed and coffee production was in the hands of specialized middlemen or

major entrepreneurs with substantial capital (Nolasco 1985).
I

Tlie Tzotzil Management of Ecological Succession: tlw Design and Construction of Coffee

Agroforests.— As has been reported for other areas (Perfecto et al. 1996; Rice 199/),

Polho rustic coffee agroforests are most commonly established on previously cul-

tivated fields and to a lesser extent on secondary growth vegetation. This is dem-

onstrated by the management history of 52 coffee-growing parcels mPolho: 33

(63%) were established on fields formerly used for other crops such ^chohttk

'corn fields', vale'tik 'sugarcane fields', or h^boltik 'banana fields
,

18 (35 /o) were

established on secondary growth {acahualesl and 1 (2%) was established on mixed

in
nnual

arcane and bananas) wV diversified shaded -f -growmg sy. em^^^^^^^^^

inhabitants

typ

The s mat are ut;vci«.']-'tvA ^j —- —r

clearing of the understory of a patch

tenance of the tree and shrub strata by means of cutavafon,
^fj^']'''^"^"^^'

and rejection of individuals and populations of plant species based on theu- em

icallr perceived worth for the P^ducHve ^y^'*™;
establishment of

Our preliminary observations of TzotzU practices ror ' „

rustic pofycultural Systems suggest that ^^.^^J^^^^^o
agroforests-and perhaps in other coffee P'^'^^''']^'^^^^^ ,Hp floristic struc-
as well— is the outcome of a complex process of managemen

ture. Bv exertinc some control over species composition, tree density

two
ystems

cycle

formerly garcane
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FIGURE 7.—Origin of coffee fields in Polho, Chiapas. PCF: Previously Cultivated Fields;
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FIGURE 8. —Tzotzil perception of landscape dynamics in Polho, Chiapas.
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When
ly directed and controlled way, aims at obtaining a desired floristic composition

or, in cases when trees are already growing on a plot, at the use and modification

of the existing floristic structure.

In

miloas or other annual crops, which

dominant situation in Polho (Figure 8). In such cases, some of the events that will

decide which floristic structure will result in the rustic coffee agroforcsts seem

partially random—colonization and seed immigration— and may either be taken

advantage of or remain unperceived by the farmers. Alternati\^ely, the process

may be managed directly by the farmer. These latter volitional factors imply the

management of individuals, plants, and populations by means of cultivation of

domesticated species; promotion of fast-growing, nitrogen-fixing wood and fruit-

producing wild species, which is accomplished by the dispersion into the new

coffee agroforests of seeds and propagules from other local ecosystems, such as

milpas, fields in fallow, secondary and mature vegetation; tolerance and protection

of species considered to be useful that were previously present m the new field;

some

oneer species.

Through these management achvities, tne

which is analogous to that of natural

resemble
determined

such as: facilitation and inhibitionecological processes, sucn as: meiuLauuii duv. ^ .

^.u^^a

gration of seeds ("seed-rain") and other propagules, competition and others

7. , ^ , - J; .. ... .. -^j „„ u.r i^r;,1 formprs for establishing and
(McCook

maintainin;

have ample

advantage.

The adoption of coffee by Maya
ms known

the Spanish Conquest. Present-day May.

knowledge of plants and ecological proces

such aeroforestsfrom

m
(Gomez-Pompa 1987). This

"i».*-x|^xciiiLc:»a Willi i.cn^aw ^v_iv»xah^^ ^ ^^^^^ — - f

utilization in present-day rustic coffee agroforests.

The successful establishment of a coffee FO^-. ^
-

^j^j,

edge of the biology of certain key species, such as those ot me g ^

genus has many species in Mexico. Most are

^^^f ~^,t^g^dS^ and
cultivated have a dense, widespread canopy,

^^^J J^^^J^' ^^^eover, are able

shedding large amounts of leaf biomass. Many M^^^^^;^^^ J„,edium
to fix nitrogen in the soil. Species of Inga grow m the/^^"'

^^t^i;;^^ es of sec-

and tall evergreen tropical forests and - P-e^ s^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^ ^^^^^ ^, ,,^,,

Such several

functions
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4de shade to coffee shrubs dui

in the field have not vet com
ipment; 2) they provide organic matter to the soil in form

same

and mulch from
checking the growth of invasive species that enter into competitior

? shrubs and other useful saplings. Because of these characteristics

well as of other trees

as

to be biological models, or "archetypes" of shade trees

•ing the initial stage of their establishment, and are am
who recognize and protect the saplings of Inga spp.-

—cultivating and promoting them by dispersing their seeds
witlim the fields. Acting in such manner, farmers probably accelerate, foment, and
direct, in part, the ecological succession of the managed vegetation patches. All
this is accomplished by means of the management techniques described above,
which induce processes that, at different rates, are also occurring in natural eco-
logical succession, such as: the increase in survival rates of desired species, the
decrease of the population numbers of invasive herbaceous species (grasses and
sedges), the increase of organic matter content of the soil and the improvement
of its physical structure, the favoring of the establishment of plants with strict

plantin

which
perching

, me perception, naming
the DrOCeSS nf PmlncrJ^al .

this ethnic
ages natural resources, in particular with respect to coffee production systems.
I he design and establishment by Tzotzil farmers in Polho of a rustic coffee agro-
forest, which requires the use of adequate production and natural resource con-
servation technologies, is a process that has its ultimate foundations in the knowl-
edge owned by the cultivators about the local diversity of plants and of their uses,
ttie ecological processes that are potentially useful (ecological succession), and the
natural resources (soils) and environmental factors (climate, topography) that may
impose conshaints on the production system. A large part of this knowledge is

transmitted from fathers to sons and is exchanged among near and allied relatives
ot large kmdred. Additional information is acquired in practice during the process
of managernent itself, or is supplied by the technical staff of Majomut through
training and technology transfer programs.

NOTES

' Because of the dispersed distribution pattern of fields, the boundaries of each community
are a most mipossible to define; as a consequence, study subareas were defined following

IJclTni'^'^'^^''

coffee promoter" originated from the process of merging with the European

rX nf r '
"u''

^'^^"^"* "^'^ S^^^^^d certificaHon hy Norland. The organic
coffee promoter .s a member of the community or barrio who is elected in a cooperative
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meeting. His functions are to promote and diffuse technical information concerning the

methods of organic cultivation among members of Majomut. The teclmical staff of Majo-

mut, composed of agronomy technicians and engineers, is in charge of delivering training

courses and of supervising the promoters' work.
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